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Instane based learning and lustering are popu-

lar methods in propositional mahine learning. Both

methods use a notion of similarity between objets.

This dissertation investigates these methods in a rela-

tional setting. First, a number of new metris are pro-

posed. Next, these metris are used to upgrade lus-

tering and instane based learning to �rst order logi.
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1. Introdution

Clustering and instane based learning are pop-

ular mahine learning methods. Up to now, muh

researh on these methods appeared using a propo-

sitional or attribute-value language. However, not

all knowledge an be easily represented in a propo-

sitional way. In the �eld of Indutive Logi Pro-

gramming, methods are investigated to perform

mahine learning in relational domains. This dis-

sertation disusses lustering and instane based

learning on relational data.

2. Distane funtions and prototype funtions

The notion of similarity between objets is im-

portant for both lustering and instane based

learning. There are well-known distane funtions

on vetors (e.g. the Eulidean and the Manhattan

metri), and on strings (e.g. the edit metri). How-

ever, work on distane funtions on more expres-

sive objets is sare. Therefore, �rst a number of

distane funtions are de�ned.

Existing distane measures on sets are not met-

ris or do not take into aount all information

of the objets (e.g. the Hausdor� metri) A new

metri between sets is proposed [1℄ that is based

on optimal mathings between the sets. Intuitively,

it an be seen as an 'edit-metri' suh as already

exists on strings and trees, where the distane is

the sum of the osts of elementary edit operations.

One an show that it is a metri and the ompu-

tational omplexity is bounded by a polynomial in

the sizes of the sets. Also, generalization of this

metri to weighted sets is presented.

In a following setion, a new metri on logial

terms is proposed. It extends previous work on

suh distane funtions in that it an deal with

variables and its values orrespond with the intu-

itions of the subsumption relation between terms.

Finally, a metri between logial interpretations

is proposed. It is parameterized by a metri on

logial terms and a metri on sets. Intuitively, it

�nds an optimal mathing between identi�ers o-

urring in the interpretation suh that the distane

between the interpretations seen as sets of atoms

beomes minimal.

Prototypes are examples that represent a set of

examples (e.g. the mean of a set of vetors). The

use of prototype funtions allows one to save mem-

ory, redues omputations while taken muh infor-

mation into aount. De�ning a good and eÆient

prototype funtion on sets of sets is diÆult. An

iterative shema is presented, that approximates

prototypes of sets of sets in a way that is similar to

an existing tehniques for pro�les of sets of strings.

3. Instane based learning

In a seond part, the dissertation disusses in-

stane based learning. Instane based learning an

be extended for learning in a relational represen-

tation language in two orthogonal ways.
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First, it an be extended to handle examples

represented in a more expressive language. It is

suÆient to use appropriate distane funtions

and prototype funtions. This is illustrated with

a number of appliations. For the metri between

sets, experiments on the musk data set (a so alled

\multi-instane" problem representing moleules

by sets of vetors where eah vetor represents one

onformation of the set of possible onformations

of a moleule) and the diterpenes data set (a data

set representing sets of peaks in NMR-spetra) are

presented. For the metri between logial inter-

pretations, experiments on the mutagenesis data

set (representing the struture of moleules whih

are mutagene or non-mutagene) are presented. On

these data sets, instane based learning ompares

favorably with existing distane measures and in-

stane based learning is ompetitive to other learn-

ing methods.

A seond possible way to extend instane based

learning is to allow more expressive lass values.

Instane based funtion learning is presented. This

method learns funtions from logial terms to log-

ial terms. Hene, logial terms are used as lass

values instead of values from a disrete set. One

possible appliation are translation tasks, either

with strutured data or with natural language. In

the latter ase, �rst an analysis step is performed

to get a 'quasi logial form' (essentially a logial

term) from a soure sentene, followed by a trans-

lation task from this quasi logial form in the one

language to the other language and �nally a syn-

thesis of the target sentene.

4. Clustering

In a third part of the text, lustering is dis-

ussed. Here, lustering using deision trees is

used. The dissertation presents several extensions

to the Tilde logial deision tree learner.

A �rst extension is a diret result of new dis-

tane funtions and prototype funtions, presented

in the �rst part of the text. These measures al-

low one to better measure the quality of a possible

split of a luster in sub-lusters as more informa-

tion of the examples is used. An experiment on the

diterpenes data set validates this result in pra-

tie. A seond ontribution onerns an eÆient in-

remental logial deision tree learner. Inremen-

tal learning is in partiular useful when examples

are generated using a temporarily theory (e.g. re-

inforement learning, ative learning). A third se-

tion disusses eÆieny issues [2℄ of suh logial

deision tree learners.

The dissertation also presents an appliation of

lustering in the �eld of abstrat board games (in

partiular the game of go). When searhing a min-

max tree, nodes with similar properties (value of

the move, omplexity of the resulting position),

allow one to apply similar pruning tehniques.

5. Conlusions

This dissertation ontributes to the extension

of distane based mahine learning to �rst or-

der logi. The most important requirement for in-

stane based learning and distane based luster-

ing on relational objets is a suitable distane fun-

tion. Additionally, several extensions to instane

based learning and lustering algorithms are pre-

sented.

6. Availability

The full dissertation is available at

http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~janr/phd/

The ACE system in whih the used algorithms

were implemented and the datasets that were used

for the experiments are available for aademi pur-

poses upon request.
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